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 Choose your tea. What do you have

access to you, what is around? Choose

your favorite herb, many people enjoy

mint, cinnamon, or even a tea bag that

you have access to.  For a loose tea

you can take one tablespoon of the

herb and place it either loose in a heat

safe mug or into a mesh tea ball. If you

are using a tea bag you can place the

tea bag into the mug.

Heat water and then pour over the

herb!Let your tea steep for 10

minutes. Depending on the herb there

are different steeping times, but

generally about 5-10 minutes is great.

Enjoy your delicious cup of herbal tea!

Please always work with an adult while

making teas - never leave a child

unattended while heating any

preparation. 
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Herbal Teas are a central part of herbalism around the world. 

 An herbal tea is an extract of herbs in water.  Thousands of

different plants are made into teas world wide, just as

different cultures have evolved, teas and herbal preparations

have as well to reflect each community.  This is the art of

herbalism!  Teas can be enjoyed on their own or with a meal.
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Choose your herb, Kitchen herbs work great,

rosemary, thyme, sage etc.First, if using fresh

herb you will need to dry or wilt it before

putting it to infuse in the glycerite.  You can

do this by hanging them to dry in a bunch or if

you don't have much time an adult can put

them at a very very low heat in the oven until

dried but not cooked, they should still have

their natural color! 

Fill a glass jar  1/4 of the way full with your

dry herb.  Then pour the food grade vegetable

glycerine over the herb and fill the jar up

completely, put on top..  Let the herb infuse

in the glycerine for about 4 week, shake the

jar daily to make sure the herbs are full

covered. 

After 4 weeks, strain the herbs out using a

fine mesh strainer, or cheesecloth for

example. Dosage depends on the size of the

person as well as on the herb. 
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Glycerite
Herbal glycerites are sweet preparations in which herbs are

extracted into food grade vegetable glycerine. These are

often enjoyed by kids or adults, and are a wonderful

alternative to alcohol based tinctures. You can get very

creative and either choose one herb or make a blend!



All Wild Ginger Herbal Center and
Kids Herbalism LLC website,

communication, emails, documents,
classes, programs and social media
is for entertainment purposes only.

The information provided is not
intended to diagnose, treat, 

or cure any diseases.
Please consult a qualified health

care professional for medical advice.
Never ingest herbs or foods that you

are allergic to. 
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